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Eight Life Virtues

This is a Life Expansion teaching utilizing 2 Peter 1:5-7. This study 
examines the concept of success and the eight life virtues that guarantee 
success for those willing to dedicate themselves to the mastering of these 
virtues. 

INTRODUCTION

We are going to examine the eight life virtues that the most successful 
people of all time have in common. But before we start talking about 
successful people, we must all have the same definition of success. How 
do we define success? Webster's dictionary says that success is 
"Favorable termination of a venture; often, specifically, the attainment of 
wealth, fame, etc." and this definition is certainly one with which most 
people would agree. Think of a person that most people in the United 
States would consider very successful: People like Bill Gates and Oprah 
Winfrey. Many think of people with a lot of money, but, Jesus asked a 
powerful question:

"For what does it profit a man to gain the whole world, and 
forfeit his soul?" Mark 8:36

"While we look not at the things which are seen; but at the things that 
are not seen; for the things which are seen are temporal, but the things 

which are not seen are eternal.”  2 Corinthians 4:18
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This scripture tells us that the only reality is in things which have an 
infinite lifetime, and that is only the spiritual area of reality. We see then 
that Jesus was telling us that the only measure of REAL SUCCESS 
pertains to the state of our soul. Thus, success would be in achieving 
things related to our soul that last forever. 

 “On the other hand, discipline yourself for the purpose of godliness; for 
bodily discipline is only of little profit, but godliness is profitable for all 
things, since it holds promise for the present life and also for the life to 

come.” 1Tim 4:7b-8 

Now we are getting somewhere in our pursuit for a meaning of success 
and the attaining of success. A disciplined pursuit of godliness will profit 
us both in our physical and spiritual life here and in the life to come. 
This is what is considered real success!

Success then is defined according to how much godliness we attain 
during our life here on earth.

We have a goal: achievement of godliness. So we must discipline 
ourselves to the attaining of this goal in the same manner that an athlete 
disciplines toward the achieving of the athletic goals or the persons with 
academic goals or business goals discipline themselves toward the 
achievement of their goals. We live and breathe the process of attaining 
the goal. We let nothing interfere with the attainment of the goal. The 
goal is always foremost in our minds.
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EIGHT LIFE VIRTUES

Let us start detailing the eight virtues of a highly successful person. The 
three verses (2 Peter 1:5,6,7) tell us these virtues. They are a 
progression; the attaining of one leads to the next, and so on. But note 
where they all start: FAITH. Without faith, nobody can have these 
qualities, and born again believers have the power to use God’s faith. So 
in our faith we supply MORAL EXCELLENCE. This moral 
excellence is, of course, as taught in the Scriptures, as well as learned by 
the Holy Spirit. We then see that the world has a hard time accepting our 
moral excellence because they don't have faith in God and His word.

After we have attained moral excellence, we add KNOWLEDGE. This 
is a knowledge of the realm of the Spirt of God. It is much deeper than 
intellectual knowlege. After knowledge SELF-CONTROL. This is the 
opposite of the excess of the worlds system. Having self-control means 
that we do not let our lusts, any kind of lusts, rule our activities.

Having added self-control to our Life Virtues we can now add 
PERSEVERANCE. Having perseverance means that we now view the 
unfolding of time with God's eyes. 

"But do not let this one fact escape your notice, beloved, that with the 
Lord one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day. 

The Lord is not slow about His promise, as some count slowness, but is 
patient toward you, not wishing for any to perish but for all to come to 

repentance." 2Peter3: 8-9 

Having added perseverance, we are now ready to add GODLINESS to 
our Life Virtues. This quality means that we have a very practical 
awareness of God in every aspect of our life. We begin to learn what it 
means to pray without ceasing. We begin to learn how to look at every 
aspect of life from God's perspective.
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Now we are ready to add BROTHERLY KINDNESS to our Life 
Virtues. You think it strange that it took this long to get to be kind? You 
think that you are already a kind person? Well you probably are, but 
what is described here is "phileo", the kind of love that we have for 
brothers and sisters. This brotherly kindness is a love for those within 
the family, a very special feeling about the people that leads us to actions 
of love toward them. This love utilizes all the preceding principles to 
show love toward others. So this quality goes beyond our usual 
definition of normal kindness.

But now we are ready for the top rung of the ladder, the most 
magnificent Life Principle of all: LOVE. This Godly Love is "agape" 
and results in self-sacrificing action for another as described in 1 
Corinthians 13. This love goes beyond Benevolence and is toward 
anyone, regardless of his actions toward us. God showed that love for 
us: John 3:16 and we are to be ready to show it toward our brothers and 
sisters in Christ.

"We know love by this, that He laid down His life for us; and we ought 
to lay down our lives for the brethren." 1 John 3:16 

If we indeed have these virtues as an integral part of our being, and if 
they are continuing to increase as we APPLY them, then we lead a 
useful, successful life! How do they continue to increase? Well, the 

ladder is actually a ladder whose step 9 is step 1 again, but at a different 
level. As we have climbed up to have LOVE, we are now able to 

develop a deeper faith, an even better grasp of moral excellence, more 
knowledge, more self-control, more perseverance, more godliness, more 

brotherly kindness, and even a higher level of love, etc. And each 
dimension helps us to continue this spiral up the ladder as we grow 

closer to the fullness of the kingdom of God in our life. 

Visualize this spiral ladder with its 8 rungs continuing to lead into 
the heavens.
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"For he who lacks these things is shortsighted, even to blindness, and 
has forgotten that he was cleansed from his old sins." 2 Peter 1:9

This is a severe admonition to those who do not have these Eight Life 
Virtues as an integral part of their life!

Another aspect of these virtues. As long as we practice these Eight Life 
Virtues, we will never stumble! Never stumble? Is this for real?We have 
the secret here to being able to live a life for Christ without ever 
stumbling. When we do stumble, look back at the rungs of the ladder 
and see what you were lacking when you stumbled. Then you have the 
reason for your stumbling and you can do something about it. Renew 
your determination, your dedication to the Eight Life Virtues and 
continue climbing.

The Real Payoff

Not only do these eight life virtues’s magnify the grace and peace in our 
life here, but also in the eternal life to come. Those who diligently 
pursue holiness with the amplification of these virtues in their lives will 
be abundantly supplied in the Kingdom, not as one who "barely makes 
it"   The analogy in the Scripture is to the Olympic champion who won 
the gold medal and is coming home.  The more virtuous our life, the 
more magnificent is state of being. What a great thought to prompt us up 
the ladder.

Let us look at a primer for obtaining these Eight Life Virtues in our life. 
We are ready for the journey that will last a lifetime. Let us take the 
steps one at a time, just like climbing a ladder. On the first day of every 
week, take just one aspect of each step as suggested below. After we 
have completed step eight, we continue spiraling upward with another 
step on faith, etc. When do we stop climbing? We shouldn't ever stop! 
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Virtue One: FAITH

As a first step, we must have FAITH. This step is the foundational step 
and all other steps are based upon it. Thus we must examine ourselves to 
make certain that we are indeed disciples of Jesus Christ. Having that 
assurance, we can then begin to study more deeply about faith. So faith 
is step one and later will become step nine as we start over again in our 
study. Faith is such an important first step that you might want to spend 
two weeks on it. Some critical Scriptures to read are Heb 11:1; 12:2; 
Rom 12:3; and Rom 10:17. Also note that our faith can grow (2 Cor 
10:15).  Be sure to spend some of your time meditating on some of these 
Scripture verses during the week. In order for faith to lead you upward, 
it must be centered in the Lord Jesus Christ (see Acts 4:10-12). We can 
exercise faith in Christ when we have an assurance that He exists, a 
correct idea of His nature, and a desire to live according to His will.

Having faith in Jesus Christ means relying completely on Him—trusting 
in His infinite power, intelligence, and love. It includes believing His 
teachings and obeying them completely. It means believing that even 
though we do not understand all things, He does. Because He has 
experienced all our pains, afflictions, and infirmities, He knows how to 
help us rise above our daily difficulties. He has “overcome the 
world” (John 16:33) and prepared the way for us to receive eternal life. 
He is always ready to help us to have HIS faith!
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Virtue Two: MORAL EXCELLENCE

So in our belief we supply moral excellence. This moral excellence is, of 
course, as taught in the Scriptures. We also see here that the world 
cannot accept our moral standards because they do not have Belief in 
Jesus Christ. 

The term rendered "virtue" in the Greek arete. This word is not used but 
a few times in Scripture but it has a fascinating background. 

In Classical times, it meant ’that quality given by the gods which 
enabled mere mortal men to perform heroic deeds.’ It came to mean the 
quality in a person’s life which made them stand-out as excellent. It is a 
term of moral heroism, moral courage, moral excellence. 
We understand that morality is the defining of what is right and wrong. 
Arete is the courageous and, oft times, heroic decision to always do what 
is right. It is both to keep one’s self pure from wickedness and depravity 
AND to perform acts of righteousness. This is accomplished through 
prayer and walking in the Holy Spirit.

"Anyone who goes too far and does not abide in the teaching of Christ, 
does not have God; the one who abides in the teaching, he has both the 

Father and the Son." 2 John 1:9 

So we spend this week studying and meditating on Jesus and His moral 
code. We will think about ways that we have not abided in the teaching 
of Christ, and worshipped a false god. Also we will pick a couple of 
people in the Scripture and study the difference made in their lives by 
not breaking their love for God (Daniel and Job are suggestions). Also 
pick a couple of people who didn’t love God and see the result of such 
actions (Ahab, Jehoram, and Achan are suggestions).
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Virtue Three: KNOWLEDGE

After moral excellence has been added, we then add knowledge. What 
knowledge should we try to add? We know that all worldly knowledge is 
of no value from the eternal perspective and we want knowledge that has 
value beyond this life. So the knowledge that we want to add is 
knowledge about God (Spirit Realm). And how do we obtain this 
knowledge? We read, study, meditate, and pray in the Word of God. We 
continually learn more about the Spirit and the knowledge of how to 
walk in the Spirit. So we need to pick some attributes of God’s Spirit 
that we want to add to our knowledge or knowing. I suggest that we 
begin with the holiness of God and spend a week studying it. We read in 
Isa 6:3:

"Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of Hosts."

This is the only attribute of God that is repeated three times in the Bible. 
God is love, but it is not repeated three times. So holiness is the primary 
attribute of God.

"Who shall not fear thee, O Lord, and glorify thy name? For Thou only 
art holy."

God's holiness is revealed in His works. We read in Psa 145:17:

"The Lord is righteous in all His ways, and holy in all His works."

Because God is holy, He hates all sin (John 3:36, Psa 5:5, Psa 7:11). 
God's will is that we will be holy (1 Peter 1:16) and He will sanctify us 
totally (1 Thess 5:23). Before the Holy God, I am now holy, because the 
payment of Jesus as been appropriated to me, and now when God looks 
at me He sees His holiness. 

So spend the week studying the above Scriptures and others on the 
holiness of God. 
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Virtue Four: SELF-CONTROL

We use the previous two steps to build this next step. Using your 
knowledge of the holiness of God, consider how you can build on your 
self-control. For example, one god that we could have is money. How 
does worshipping money interfere with the achieving of God's holiness 
in our life? Let's look at a few Scriptures on self-control to help us 
develop a plan for the week:

"And everyone who competes in the games exercises self-control in all 
things. They then DO IT to receive a perishable wreath, but we an 

imperishable. Therefore I run in such a way, as not without aim; I box in 
such a way, as not beating the air; but I buffet my body and make it my 
slave, lest possibly, after I have preached to others, I myself should be 

disqualified.” 1 Corinthians 9:25-27

"The games" is a reference to the Olympic Games of which everyone 
was aware.  A track star must dedicate his/her entire life to the event(s) 

in which they participate.  One has to build "muscle memories" for every 
stage of the events so that he/she does not have to think about what the 

muscles are to do. Diet and exercise must be completely under self-
control. All thoughts must be under self-control as no negative thoughts 
can be allowed to enter the mind of the athlete. All of this activity and 

self-control is awesome and admirable, but note what Paul says about it: 
"they do it to receive a perishable wreath". Note Paul also says "but we 
an imperishable". We must go through exactly what the athlete does all 
of our life, and our reward is imperishable. Imperishable means that it 

will never tarnish, it will never fade, it will never go away, it will always 
be shining bright as the sun! Because Paul notes that the reward is so 

important, look at what he says next: "Therefore I run in such a way, as 
not without aim; I box in such a way, as not beating the air; but I buffet 
my body and make it my slave, lest possibly, after I have preached to 

others, I myself should be disqualified." Our "muscle memories" become 
translated as spiritual memories that come into play                    
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whenever we practice the life of the Power Believer. We don't have to 
think about them. They are a habit just as the muscle memories are for 

the athlete. We have to train to keep our lusts under control and the best 
way to control one bad habit is to substitute for it a Good Habit. So 

whenever we are tempted let our spiritual training immediately 
substitute a spiritually based response. For example if talking bad about 

people is a bad habit that one has, when the temptation comes to talk 
about them again, let our tongue immediately respond with something 

good to say about the person.

We must then run with a goal (Heb 12:1,2) and we must control our 
body to make it our slave. All temptations that come our way must be 
dealt with swiftly and completely. Look at what can happen to someone 
who does not control his lusts:

James 1:14 "But each one is tempted when he is carried away and 
enticed by his own lust. Then when lust has conceived, it gives birth to 
sin; and when sin is accomplished, it brings forth death." It is the person 
who does not practice self-control who gets carried away by his own 
lust.

"But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control; against such things 

there is no law." Gal 5:22-23 

As Christians we know what are the righteous things to do and we know 
that there will be judgment for us for not doing them. It is to our great 
advantage that we work on developing the self-control needed to control 
our lusts and to do what is the righteous thing to do. Study someone who  
practiced self-control as an example for us. Apply what you have learned 
from steps one, two, and three to step four in whatever way God leads 
you. Be honest with yourself and with God!
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Virtue Five: PERSEVERANCE

This principle means to view time with God's eyes. 

"But do not let this one fact escape your notice, beloved, that with the 
Lord one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day." 

2Peter 3:8 

If we could view one day as if it were drawn out over one thousand 
years then we could clearly view every minute detail of it. If we could 
view one thousand years as in one day then we would see the big 
picture. Only God has the total perspective on everything, so we trust 
Him and continue to pursue His goals. We just keep plowing ahead, 
keeping our eyes on Jesus and allowing time to perfect each situation.

We see that indeed it is God who gives us perseverance. We must 
practice it to make it a daily part of our life. You know, the more we 
learn about what God does for us, the less room we have for any pride! 
We are told that we must repent, and that is true, but where does the 
repentance come from? I can hear you saying "Oh, no, is he going to say 
that repentance comes from God also?" Well, let's just read it:

"With gentleness correcting those who are in opposition, if perhaps God 
may grant them repentance leading to the knowledge of the truth,"         

2 Tim 2:25

It is good that we find out more about what God does for us, for our life 
should be devoid of any pride in ourselves and total glory and praise to 
God for all that He does for us. When tough times come and we see 
members of the visible church not persevere, we have to remember sadly 
the words of John in 1 John 2:19
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"They went out from us, but they were not really of us; for if they had 
been of us, they would have remained with us; but they went out, in 
order that it might be shown that they all are not of us."

Remember the parable about the sower (Luke 8: 1-15)? The parable ends 
as Jesus explains it and His last explanation is in Luke 8:15

"And the seed in the good soil, these are the ones who have heard 
the word in an honest and good heart, and hold it fast, and bear 

fruit with perseverance."

The seed is the Word of God, the good soil is the person that God has 
prepared with an honest and good heart, and whom God has granted 
tolerance so that the person can bear fruit, which is manifest in our lives 
by the Holy Spirit.

Here are the Scripture references to perseverance and tolerance: Luke 
8:15; Rom 2:7, 5:3-4, 8:25, 15:4-5; 2 Cor 12:12; Eph 6:18; 2 Thes 1:4; 1 
Tim 6:11; 2 Tim 3:10; Tit 2:2; 2 Pet 1:6; Rev 1:9, 2:2-3, 2:19, 3:10, 
13:10, 14:12.

To study this principle, I suggest that we study one person who 
personified this principle: Moses. Although he too had his failures, and 
one cost him his entrance into the earthly promised land, he did practice 
perseverance that God gave him. It is also important that we consider a 
time in our life when we used perseverance through some difficult times 
when working with others.

A reward of the application of this quality is peace within, a peace that 
passes all understanding. Now you can reap the peace of the 
perseverance that you sowed.
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Virtue Six: GODLINESS

This quality leads to a very practical awareness of God in every aspect 
of our life. I think that we are beginning to understand this from 
practicing the preceding steps.

For our study, here are all of the Scriptures that mention "godliness": 1 
Tim 2:2; 2:10; 3:16; 4:7; 4:8; 6:3; 6:5; 6:6; 6:11; 2 Tim 3:5; Tit 1:1; 2 
Pet1:3; 1:6; 1:7; 3:11. It does seem that "godliness" was an important 
concept for Paul's letter to Timothy, doesn't it? Let us now take a few of 
these verses and see what they can confer to us about godliness.

1 Tim 6:3-5:

"If anyone advocates a different doctrine, and does not agree with sound 
words, those of our Lord Jesus Christ, and with the doctrine conforming 
to godliness, he is conceited and understands nothing; but he has a 
morbid interest in controversial questions and disputes about words, out 
of which arise envy, strife, abusive language, evil suspicions, and 
constant friction between men of depraved mind and deprived of the 
truth, who suppose that godliness is a means of gain."

Such men may have started out as leaders of a sound doctrinal ministry, 
but who then became embroiled in discussing issues around the meaning 
of such concepts as the virgin birth, the resurrection of Christ, the true 
words of Christ, etc. Being not really possessing saving faith these men 
then got carried away from the sound doctrinal ministry into a cult of 
some sort. Perhaps they started a ministry around prosperity, that God 
intended everybody to be prosperous in this world. Or perhaps they 
entered a ministry in which they promised security from the world and 
love within their isolated community if the people would flee from the 
world and give all of their possessions to that particular ministry. I think 
that we can all see many possibilities, some of which we can see have 
already occurred. Remember that these perturbations of the truth 
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originated from minds that saw godliness as a virtue that was admired by 
their culture and that would lead them to worldly gains.

And who does the Bible say will be the people who are the primary 
attractants to such false religions? Look at 2 Tim 3: 6-7:

"For among them are those who enter into households and captivate 
weak women weighed down with sins, led on by various impulses, 
always learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth."

This Scripture describes some women who are weighed down by sins, 
and these sins could be their own or the sins of members of their family 
or friends. The Scripture says that they are led on by various impulses, 
which are quick reactions that are not carefully studied (could be 
emotional impulses). The Scripture also says that these women are 
always learning, but are never able to come to the knowledge of the 
truth. So these women could be women who are in as many Bible 
studies and self-help groups as they can find time to attend, but none of 
these studies are able to help them with their problems. They are never 
able to really understand what they study in these various groups. Then 
along comes a man who offers compassion, understanding, and uses 
some Scripture out of context to lure the woman into his group. Having 
lured the women into the group, he then works on the woman to get the 
entire family into the group. The man sees that his wife seems to be 
much happier and content so he wants to find out what is going on. If the 
man is also not firmly rooted in the faith, then he too will be drawn into 
the false ministry. Does anybody out there see any similarities to 
anything that has been publicized in our time?

Well, the above is an application of false godliness. What about true 
godliness? 
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Let's read 1 Tim 6:6-12:

"But godliness actually is a means of great gain, when accompanied by 
contentment. For we have brought nothing into the world, so we cannot 
take anything out of it either. And if we have food and covering, with 
these we shall be content. But those who want to get rich fall into 
temptation and a snare and many foolish and harmful desires, which 
plunge men into ruin and destruction. For the love of money is a root of 
all sorts of evil, and some by longing for it have wandered away from 
the faith, and pierced themselves with many a pang. But flee from these 
things, you man of God; and pursue righteousness, godliness, faith, love, 
perseverance and gentleness. Fight the good fight of faith; take hold of 
the eternal life to which you were called, and you made the good 
confession in the presence of many witnesses."

Paul says that indeed true godliness is a means of great gain. Of course 
he is not talking about worldly gain. He goes on to say that godliness can 
be of great gain if we are truly content with what God has given us in the 
world. Note that Paul says that we are to pursue righteousness, 
godliness, faith, love, perseverance, and gentleness. So true godliness is 
only present in a person who is truly content. A great saying: "God is 
most glorified in our lives when we are the most satisfied in Him". That 
saying certainly addresses contentment in God, doesn't it? So a good 
question for us is "Are we really satisfied in Him now?" Apply that to 
many different areas of your life: family, home, work, friends, etc.

This week then let us all study ourselves and see if we indeed are truly 
content with what God has given us now. Let's also study a person who 
exhibited godliness in their life. 
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Virtue Seven: BROTHERLY KINDNESS

This is a special love ("phileo") that we have for people of the family of 
God. The word is also used in Rom 12:10, 1Thes 4:9, Heb 13:1, and 1 
Pet 1:22 and I suggest that we study these verses for context. 

"Be devoted to one another in brotherly love; give preference to one 
another in honor;" Romans 12:10 

God says that we are to be devoted to one another and to honor others 
above ourselves. Are we truly devoted to other members of the family of 
God? One way we can tell about our devotion involves how we honor 
others. To honor means to give recognition and to show appreciation. 
Since this recognition and appreciation is based upon the other person 
being a new creation in Christ, the honor is based not upon the external 
characteristics of the person (attractiveness, human charisma, etc.), but 
the inward characteristics (righteousness, peace, joy, etc.).

"Now as to the love of the brethren, you have no need for anyone to 
write to you, for you yourselves are taught by God to love one 

another;"1 Thes 4:9 

This phrase refers to a divine relationship with the indwelling Holy 
Spirit (1Thes 4:8 "Consequently, he who rejects this is not rejecting man 
but the God who gives His Holy Spirit to you." And John 6:45: "It is 
written in the prophets, 'And they shall all be taught of God.' Everyone 
who has heard and learned from the Father, comes to Me."). At 
conversion, each believer becomes a lifelong learner with the Holy Spirit 
as the teacher and the Holy Spirit bears witness of the unique family 
love that exists between members of the Family of God.

“Let love of the brethren continue." Heb 13:1 
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Also in 1 Peter 1:22 we read:

"Since you have in obedience to the truth purified your souls for a 
sincere love of the brethren, fervently love one another from the heart,"

As obedient children of God, an evidence of such a state is our sincere 
love of other members of the Family of God. Look at a Scripture verse 
that tells us characteristics that should NOT exist between or among 
members of the Family of God:

Gal 5:26 "Let us not become boastful, challenging one another, envying 
one another."

The "us" refers to children of God. These three awful characteristics 
often do exist between and among children of God and we must fight 
against such happening to us. As a Biblical example, let us take the case 
of Jonathan and David who exhibited this type of love for each other. 
Also try to think of one action that you can purposefully do this week for 
some brother (or sister) in Christ.
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Virtue Eight: LOVE

Now we have reached the "TOP". The only way that any person can do 
this is to yield completely to the Holy Spirit. This is a spiritual love with 
demonstration (fellow believer or not). Some verses are John 3:16, 
1John 3:16, 1John 4:7-20, and all of 1Cor 13. Jesus Christ is the primary 
example of this love. He died for us while we were yet sinners.  This 
week let us meditate on the love ("agape") of Christ for us as our 
example. Read the above and other Scriptures relating to the love of 
Christ. The next time we come to this step, we could add Joseph and his 
attitude toward his family and other enemies. Although we can never get 
to the bottom of studying the love of Christ, it is good to add some other 
people to the study. In future studies come back to the love of Christ.

Now think about one person (not a fellow believer) that you can show 
some aspect of this love towards. One way we can show this love is by 
not responding in a worldly way toward someone who wrongs us. 
Instead of getting mad at that person who takes your parking place, you 
can think thoughts of love toward that person. Instead of honking and 
getting mad at the person who cuts in front of you on the road, you can 
focus love thoughts at that person (Romans 12:14). I guarantee you that 
if you want to practice this virtue; God will give you plenty of 
opportunities!
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Step Nine: POWER FAITH

Repeat!

Now we start to climb even higher by using all of the above steps to add 
to each of the qualities even more depth. Faith is a gift of God and not 
something that we generate. However our faith does mature: "So then 
faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the word of God" (Rom 10:17) 
and this “word” means spoken word we receive in prayer. So we come 
back to faith and meditate on it again in light of all the previous studies. 
You will see aspects of faith that never occurred to you before. Pick 
other people from the Bible who demonstrated exceptional faith and 
study their lives. Think of times in your life when your faith carried you 
through some rough times.

"Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, On earth as it is in heaven."  
Matt 6:10 

So now we should go back to the "eight virtues of the most successful 
people" and continue to climb that ladder over and over as we move 
higher and higher. My prayer is that nobody who reads this will let a 
single day go by without concentrating on at least one of the steps. God 
will bless your Life as it Expands in Christ Jesus.
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